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ABSTRACT

This paper will review and give a status report on vacuum
systems for X-Ray lithography light sources. It will include
conventional machines and compact machines (machines using
superconducting magnets) . The vacuum systems will be described and
compared with regard to basic machine parameters, pumping systems,
types of pumps, chamber design and material, gauging and
diagnostics, and machine performance.

INTRODUCTION

X-Ray Lithography makes use of soft X-Rays from synchrotron
radiation to shadow print an image of a mask on a semiconductor
wafer to produce integrated circuits. Electron storage rings are
used as the X-Ray source. This paper will focus on the vacuum
systems for these electron storage rings. Figure 1 shows
schematically an electron storage ring, a photon beam line, a mask,
and finally the wafer which is used to produce the high density
chips.

Electron storage rings, as sources for X-Ray lithography, are
generally small in size. Those with room temperature magnets have
circumferences in the neighborhood of 30-50 meters, while those
incorporating super-conducting magnets are in the 8-10 meter range.
The latter machines are called compact light sources because of
their small size. Ultra-high vacuum beam lines that are contiguous
with the storage ring, and an electron injector make up the basic
X-ray lithography facility.

Mis try * and Wiedemann z are two comprehensive references that
apply to designing synchrotron light sources. X-ray lithography
light sources (XLS) must satisfy the requirements mentioned in
these references as well as beam power, wavelength, emittance
lifetime and other specific parameters.

From a vacuum engineering standpoint, providing sufficient
pumping speed in the dipole region and reducing gas desorption are
paramount. Also, since an XLS will be operated as a production
tool, automatic operation and high reliability 3 must be considered
throughout the design. Figure 2 is an artist's rendering of the
compact light source "HELIOS". It is typical of a racetrack style
storage ring. It shows an electron beam injected from a l*Tiac, two
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superconducting dipole magnets connected with room temperature
components, and a number of lithography ports emanating from the
dipoles.

Table I is a list of new light sources specifically designed
for x-ray lithography, *• 5. Table 1A shows conventional (room
temperature) designs and Table IB compact designs. They are all-
metal ultra-high vacuum systems; however, the approach taken to
pumping differs for some of the machines. Mistry l, Wiedemann 2,
and Hathewson 6 discuss basic guidelines for all storage ring vacuum
systems; for example, operating pressures in 10 "10 Torr without beam
and 10'9 Torr with beam, high gas loads due to photon stimulated
desorption (PSD), "smooth" beam pipe to minimize instabilities,
cleaning and conditioning.

CHAMBER MATERIAL

Stainless steel is used for the vacuum chambers of all the
machines listed in Table I. For the compact rings, the advantages
of aluminum extrusions, (such as-low cost, ease of machining, etc.)
are lost when the density of component per unit length of ring is
considered. There are beam monitors, striplines, clearing
electrodes, inj ection chambers, flags, pump ports, beam ports all
of which must fit into a minimum space, The result is much
machining and welding, many ports and feedthrus, in essence a
design where a material such as stainless steel is a natural
choice. The larger conventica&l rings could be made from either
stainless steel or aluminum depending on the overall design and
economics.

When stainless steel is used within a changing magnetic
field, i.e., dipole magnet during ramping, the alloy chosen must
not undergo a phase change from austenitic to ferromagnetic
martensitic due to forming, machining, or welding which could
perturb the magnetic field. This naturally also applies to the
superconducting coil support structure.

WARM VS COLD BORE

The use of superconducting magnets does not necessarily mean
a cold bore (LHe temperature) chamber. Of the compact rings, COSY,
HELIOS, NIJI-III, SIBERIA-SM and SIBERIA-AS have cold bore vacuum
chambers, while AURORA, SUPER ALIS, and SXLS have room temperature
chambers. Some advantages and disadvantages of a cold bore vacuum
chamber are listed in Table I, Ref.22. Probably the most serious
disadvantage is the effects of leaks during fabrication and during
operation. Also, not too much is known about PSD from cold
surfaces (see H. Jostlein et. al.7).

PUMPS

There is no one best pump for a synchrotron light source. A
combination of pumps are generally used for optimum pumping.



Certainly, some form of cryopumping within a superconducting magnet
is very appealing. This design would provide maximum pumping speed
where it is needed. However, each magnet warm-up would re-emit
previously cryopumped gases and re-contaminate conditioned
surfaces. Experience gained on HELIOS will shed light on this
approach.

NEG pumps have proven to be reliable and their use is
continually expanding. However, for each use there are issues
which must be decided. For example, which grade of NEG to use, the
geometry and orientation of the NEG pump in the chamber, the
activation and regeneration temperature and procedure, etc. SUPER-
ALIS incorporates a NEG strip (St-707) as the main chamber pump.
AURORA and SXLS use some standard NEG modules for supplemental
pumping.

Titanium sublimination pumps continue to be used for reliable
high speed pumping in ultra-high vacuum. However, the supply of
titanium must eventually be replaced requiring venting and possible
re-conditioning of the chamber surfaces. An advantage of the NEG
pump is that a regeneration causes the sorbed gases to diffuse
(except H2) into the NEG material, however, the regeneration
temperature does cause an increase in local thermal desorption of
the heated surfaces.

HIGHLIGHTS OF XLS VACUUM SYSTEMS

HELIOS

HELIOS is a racetrack design XLS with superconducting dipole
magnets, Figure 2. A schematic cross section of the vacuum chamber
is shown in Figure 3. It is a cold bore machine with a continuous
open slot for the photon beam to leave the magnet. A copper water
cooled absorber is located on the outer vacuum vessel. Discrete
sputter ion pumps supplement the cryogenic pumping.The cold
surfaces provide an effective pumping speed of 2 x 10s i/sec.

After assembly the vacuum system was conditioned by bakeout
and glow discharge. As of mid July, after a short commissioning
time, HELIOS achieved 50 mA of beam current at full energy of 700
MeV, with a lifetime in excess of one hour. At this point in the
machine conditioning, the beam lifetime is determined almost
entirely by the residual gas pressure 8.

AURORA
AURORA is a completely circular super conducting machine that

incorporates a cryosorption pump within a waxm vacuum chamber (see
Figure 4). A NEG pump supplements the 40,000 i/sec of cryosorption
pumping speed. The system can achieve 3 X 10"10 Torr in one day and
reaches 6 X 10"10 Torr without a bakeout 9. Beam was successfully
injected, ramped and stored at full energy early in 1990. This XLS
is now offered for sale commercially.



SORTEC

The 1 GeV-200 mA Synchrotron Radiation Facility with critical
wavelength of 15 A is very well constructed and is ready to be used
primarily for X-Ray Lithography and the development of necessary
components, i.e., steppers, masks, cameras, photo resist etc. The
vacuum chamber is electro-polished stainless steel. The limit on
beam lifetime is imposed by Coulomb scattering and trapped ions.
Clearing electrodes, 10 cm diameter discs are installed in straight
sections and strips are mounted on the side walls in bending
magnets 10.

Each chamber was conditioned by pre -baking at 250° C for
forty-eight hours prior to assembly, followed by an in-situ bakeout
at 150*C for forty-eight hours.

Sputter ion pumps of 300 i/sec and 400 i/sec, distributed ion
pumps and 1000 i/sec titanium sublimation pumps are used, giving a
total pumping speed of 26,000 i/sec. The pressure is 2 x 10 "9 Torr
with 200 mA of stored beam and less than 10"10 Torr without beam.

Figure 5 is a plot of beam current, lifetime and pressure
versus time for the SORTEC ring, recorded one month after start of
commissioning ll. It not only shows that: the design goals were met
(lifetime of 4 hours at 200 ma), but also the relationship between
stored beam pressure and lifetime for a conditioned machine.
Typically, when beam is first injected, the pressure rises
dramatically, increasing by a few decades, and then decreases with
beam conditioning.

LUNA

LUNA is a room temperature 800 MeV conventional storage ring
using four room-temperature 90° dipole magnets. The chambers are
stainless steel. 400 i/sec sputter ion pumps (SIP) are installed
on each beam line take-off port. The design provides for future
installation of non-evaporable getter (NEG) pumps and titanium
sublimation pumps (TSP) at these locations. Pressure without beam
is 4 x 10'10 Torr and 1 x 10"8 Torr with beam. The current lifetime
of 10 mA for fifteen minutes is imposed by Coulomb scattering and
ion trapping. One-meter-long stainless steel clearing electrodes
are installed in the straight sections10.

NAR

Figure 6 shows both the NAR and the SUPER-ALIS rings at NTT.
Titanium sublimation pumps, distributed sputter ion pumps, and
appendage sputter ion pumps are used. They provide an installed
pumping speed of 2400 i/sec u . The pumps are placed at high gas
desorption locations.

SUPER-ALIS

SUPER-ALIS is a racetrack designed superconducting storage



ring with a warm chamber 13. NEG strip pumps are installed on the
inner side of the dipole chamber. Kobari, at.al. u describes the
NEG performance under synchrotron radiation. High purity silicon
beam absorbers were installed to reduce the photodesorption yield13.

SXLS

The SXLS is a racetrack shaped storage ring using
superconducting bending magnet with a room temperature vacuum
chamber. Distributed ion pumps (DIP) and distributed NEG pumps
will be built into each dipole chamber. Development is required
for the DIP which operates in a four tesla field. Discrete SIP and
TSP are installed in the straight sections and on the copper RF
cavity. The surfaces in the dipole chambers will be treated to
reduce PSD. Roughing and pumping during vacuum conditioning is via
an oil-less combination turbo-molecular drag pump backed with a
diaphragm fore pump 1S.

CAMD

The vacuum chamber for the machine at LSU will be constructed
of stainless steel, welded to form a smooth chamber. Lumped
sputter-ion pumps will be used at radiation absorber locations.
Provisions will be made for the addition of NEG pumps in the future
if needed ".

NIJI-III

The NIJI-III ring is shown in Fig~ire 7. A cross section of
the chamber is shown in Figure 7. The chamber is made from type
304L stainless steel pipe bent to the 0.5M radius by high frequency
induction heating x8. A liquid nitrogen cooled absorber (S/S type
304L) is installed inside the main dipole chamber. The absorber is
finished by buffing, as are the dipole chambers. Electropolishing
is used for complicated shapes found in the straight sections.

SIP and TSP, 230 i/sec and 800 i/sec respectively, with NEG
pumps are installed in the straight sections. Two valves are used
to separate the ring into halves.

COSY

COSY is a racetrack design with superconducting dipole
magnets and a cold vacuum chamber. The chamber is stainless steel
type 304 and the RF cavity is OFHC copper.

Pumping is via cryopumps (cold beam chamber), TSP and SIP.
A four day bakeout results in a pressure of 2 X 10"10 Torr. Machine
performance is limited by dipole field distortions due to
ferromagnetic behavior of the stainless steel coil support
structure X9.



SIBERIA-SM

The SIBERIA-SM project is described za as a 600 MeV machine
wich eight 45* superconducting dipole magnets. A plan view of the
vacuum chamber-magnet assembly is shown in Figure 8. The chamber
is made of stainless steel and is cooled to liquid helium
temperature. A copper screen at liquid nitrogen temperature
surrounds the chamber.

CONCLUSION

As more machines are built and become operational, technical
problems, such as low energy injection, ion clearing, and
superconducting magnet technology, will be better understood.
Further work must still be done in designing light sources, which
have generally been designed by R & D people, into production tools
capable of automatic and highly reliable operation. Compact
machines should be small and truly portable, with their design
tending towards simple machines with easy access for maintenance.
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Fig. 1 X-ray lithography process-schematic, Ref. 21.
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Fig. 2. A r t i s t ' s rendering of HELIOS, Ref. 8.
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Fig. 7 Cross-section NIJI-III, vacuum chamber, Ref. 9

Fig. 8 Schematic of SIBERIA-SM vacuum chamber, Ref. 20.
(1) cryostat body, (2) nitrogen screen (3) SR extraction chamber
(4) radiation receiver, (5) vacuum chamber in a bending magnet,

(6) pinlike radiation receiver.



Table la. New conventional magnet rings being built for x-ray
lithography, (L-linac, B-booster & M-racetrack microtron), Ref. 4
& 5.

Machine
NIJI ||
LUNA
NTT

SORTEC
CAMD

C(m)

17
23.5
52
46
52.8

E (MeV)

600
800
800

1000
1200

Xc(A)
37
22
20
15.5
9.5

Location

ETL
IHl

Atsuqi
Tsukuba

LSU

Zinj (MeV)

200 L
45 L
15 L

1000 LB
150 L

B(T)

1.4
1.33
1.46
1.2
1.37

p(m)

1.4
2.0
1.83
2.77
2.93

Table Ib. New superconducting magnet rings being built for x-ray
lithography, (L-linac, B-booster & M-racetrack microtron), Ref.4,5.

Machine

AURORA
COSY
SUPER AUS
HELIOS
SXLS
NIJI III
SIBERIA-SM
SIBERIA-AS

C(m)
3.14
9.6

16.8
9.6
8.5

16
10
8.5

E(MeV)

650
590
600

700
700
620
600
600

*c(A)
10
12
17.3
8.5

10
11.7
8.6

13.6

Location

SHI
BESSY
NTT

LOXFORD

BNL
SEI
NPI
NPI

E * ( M e V ) | B(T)

150 M
50 M
15L600B
<200L
<200L
<2Q0L
50-60 L
50

4.34
4.47
3.0
4.5
3.85
4.13
6
3.8

p(m)

0.5
0.44
0.66
0.52

0.6
0.5
3.3

Beam Tube
warm
cold
warm
cold
warm
cold
cold

Magnet Core

iron
air
iron
air
air
iron
iron/air
iron/air

Proposed
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